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Abstract
Let Fˆ be a free pro-p non-abelian group, and let ∆ be a local commu-
tative complete ring with a maximal ideal I such that char(∆/I) = p. In
[Zu], Zubkov showed that when p 6= 2, the pro-p congruence subgroup
GL12(∆) = ker(GL2(∆)
∆→∆/I
−→ GL2(∆/I))
admits a pro-p identity. I.e. there exists an element 1 6= w ∈ Fˆ that
vanishes under any continuous homomorphism Fˆ → GL12(∆).
In this paper we investigate the case p = 2. The main result is that
when char(∆) = 2, the pro-2 group GL12(∆) admits a pro-2 identity. This
result was obtained by the use of trace identities that are originated in
PI-theory.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): primary: 20E18, 16R30, sec-
ondary: 20E05, 20H25.
Key words and phrases: pro-p identities, linear pro-p group, trace identi-
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1 Introduction
It is well known that discrete free non-abelian groups are linear, and can easily
be embedded even in the group GL2(Z). Surprisingly, turning to the category
of pro-p groups, the problem of linearity is still open.
We say that ∆ is a pro-p ring, if ∆ is a local commutative complete ring
with a maximal ideal I, such that ∆/I is a finite field of characteristic p. In
this case
∆ = lim←−
n
∆/In
is a profinite ring, and for any d, the congruence subgroup
GL1d(∆) = ker(GLd(∆)
∆→∆/I
−→ GLd(∆/I))
is a pro-p group.
Problem 1.1. Let Fˆ be a non-abelian free pro-p group. Can Fˆ be continuously
embedded in GL1d(∆) for some d and a pro-p ring ∆?
Infact, the known partial results give the impression that the answer should
be negative. For example, it is known that a free pro-p non-abelian group cannot
be embedded as a closed subgroup in the pro-p groups (see [DMSS], [BL])
GL1d(Zp) = ker(GLd(Zp)
Zp→Fp
−→ GLd(Fp))
GL1d(Fp 〈〈t〉〉) = ker(GLd(Fp 〈〈t〉〉)
t7→0
−→ GLd(Fp)).
Let Fˆ be a free pro-p group, and Hˆ a pro-p group. We say that an element
1 6= w ∈ Fˆ is a pro-p identity of Hˆ if w vanishes under every (continuous)
homomorphism Fˆ → Hˆ . In [Zu], using the idea of generic matrices, Zubkov
showed that given a fixed d, the following conditions are equivalent [Zu]:
• Fˆ cannot be embedded in GL1d(∆) for some pro-p ring ∆.
• There exists an element 1 6= w ∈ Fˆ that serves as a pro-p identity of every
pro-p group of the form GL1d(∆), where ∆ is a pro-p ring.
Then, Zubkov showed that these conditions are satisfied for d = 2 whenever p 6=
2 [Zu]. In particular, for every p 6= 2, a free pro-p group cannot be embedded, as
a closed subgroup, in GL12(∆), where ∆ is a pro-p ring. Later, using ideas from
the solution of the Specht problem, the second author announced that given a
fixed d, the aforementioned conditions are satisfied for every large enough prime
d≪ p (see [Ze1], [Ze2]).
Given these results, the following natural question is what happens when p
is not large enough? Or let’s be even more specific, what happens in the case
where d = p = 2? Investigating this case is the main purpose of this paper.
Here is the main result (see §2):
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Theorem 1.2. Let ∆ be a pro-2 ring of char(∆) = 2. Then, GL12(∆) admits a
pro-2 identity that is independent in ∆.
From Theorem 1.2, we get that a free pro-2 group cannot be embedded
in GL12(∆) when ∆ is a pro-2 ring of char(∆) = 2. Actually, one can derive
from here that a free pro-2 group cannot be embedded in GL12(∆) whenever
char(∆) = 2m for some m. The main idea of Theorem 1.2’s proof is the use of
trace identities that are originated in PI-theory (see [R, P, K, DF, BKR]). We
note that the problem whether a free pro-2 group can be embedded in GL12(∆)
when ∆ is a pro-2 ring of char(∆) = 0 is still open.
Toward the end of the paper (see §3) we give a review of Zubkov’s approach,
and we describe where exactly Zubkov’s argument fails when d = p = 2. This
description allows us to show that when d = 2, there is a dichotomy between
p = 2 and p 6= 2, and in some sense, 2 × 2 linear pro-2 groups have less pro-2
identities (if any).
Along the paper we use the notation [a, b] = ab− ba for the Lie-commutator
of a and b, and [a, b, c] = [[a, b], c]. For the group commutator in a group H we
will use the notation [g, h]H = ghg
−1h−1 and [g, h, k]H = [[g, h]H , k]H . On the
whole, depends on the context, brackets of the form 〈 〉 will denote generation
in a discrete meaning, and double brackets 〈〈 〉〉 will denote generation in a
topological meaning. Along the paper, whenever Hˆ is a pro-p group, and we
use the notion “derived subgroup” (resp. “lower central series”) we mean “the
closure of the derived subgroup” (resp. “the closure of the lower central series”).
Acknowledgments: During the period of the research, the first author was
supported by NSF research training grant (RTG) # 1502651.
2 The case char(∆) = 2
2.1 The Universal Representation
We denote the free pro-2 group generated by X,Y , by Fˆ = 〈〈X,Y 〉〉. Let xi,j
and yi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 be free commuting variables, and let
Λ∗ = (Z/2Z) 〈〈xi,j , yi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2〉〉
be the associative ring (with identity) of formal power series on xi,j and yi,j
over Z/2Z. Every element in Λ∗ can be written as f =
∑∞
i=0 fi when fi is
homogeneous of degree i 1. The finite index ideals
Λ∗ ⊲ P∗n =
{
f =
∞∑
i=0
fi ∈ Λ∗ | f0, ..., fn−1 = 0
}
.
serve as a basis of neighborhoods of zero to a profinite topology on Λ∗, making
Λ∗ a pro-2 ring, with P∗1 as its maximal ideal. Notice that P∗n = P
n
∗1 for every
n.
1By degree we mean that deg(
∏2
i,j=1 x
αi,j
i,j y
βi,j
i,j ) =
∑2
i,j=1(αij + βij).
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Endowed with the topology that comes from the congruence ideals
M2(Λ∗, P∗n) = ker(M2(Λ∗)→M2(Λ∗/P∗n))
as a basis of neighborhoods of zero,M2(Λ∗) is a profinite ring. It is easy to check
that this topology makes the group 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1) a pro-2 group. Denoting
the generic matrices
x∗ =
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
, y∗ =
(
y11 y12
y21 y22
)
∈M2(Λ∗, P∗1).
we have then a natural (continuous) homomorphism π∗ : Fˆ → 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1)
defined by
X 7→ 1 + x∗, Y 7→ 1 + y∗.
We denote G∗ = 〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉 ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1) for the (discrete) subgroup
generated by 1 + x∗ and 1 + y∗, and Gˆ∗ ⊆ 1 + M2(Λ∗, P∗1) to be its closure
in 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1). Adopting Zubkov’s terminology, π∗ : Fˆ ։ Gˆ∗ is called the
universal representation.
The following proposition, which is actually based on the proof of of Theorem
2.1 in [Zu], justifies the name of π∗:
Proposition 2.1. Let ∆ be a pro-2 ring with char(∆) = 2. Then, every 1 6=
w(X,Y ) ∈ kerπ∗ is a pro-2 identity of GL
1
2(∆).
Proposition 2.1 shows that Theorem 1.2 boils down to the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2. The universal representation π∗ : Fˆ ։ Gˆ∗ is not injective.
2.2 Reduction of Theorem 2.2
We want to replace the generic matrices x∗, y∗ by matrices x, y that satisfy the
condition det(x) = det(y) = 0.
Let h be a rational function on xi,j , yi,j over Z/2Z, and denote the discrete
ring
Λ# = (Z/2Z) 〈xi,j , yi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2〉 ≤ Λ∗.
We say that h is homogeneous if there exist homogeneous polynomials 0 6= f, g ∈
Λ# such that h =
f
g . In this case we define
deg (h) = deg(f)− deg(g).
It is easy to see that deg (h) is well defined, i.e. if f1g1 =
f2
g2
then deg
(
f1
g1
)
=
deg
(
f2
g2
)
. Now, consider the set of all power series of the from
Γ =
{
∞∑
i=m
hi |hi = 0 or hi is homogeneous of deg (hi) = i, m ∈ Z
}
.
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It is easy to see that Γ has a natural ring structure. In addition, let 0 6= h ∈ Γ.
Then, we can write h =
∑∞
i=m hi where hm 6= 0. Hence
h = hm(1 + a) where a = h
−1
m
∞∑
i=m+1
hi.
Then as hm and 1 + a are invertible in Γ, we obtain that h is invertible as well.
It follows that Γ is actually a field that contains Λ∗. Consider now the following
quadratic polynomials on the variables µ and ν over the field Γ:
p(µ) = det((1 + x∗)(1 + µ · 1)− 1)
= (1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗)) · µ
2 + (2 det(x∗) + t(x∗)) · µ+ det(x∗)
= (1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗)) · µ
2 + t(x∗) · µ+ det(x∗)
q(ν) = det((1 + y∗)(1 + ν · 1)− 1)
= (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · ν
2 + (2 det(y∗) + t(y∗)) · ν + det(y∗)
= (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · ν
2 + t(y∗) · ν + det(y∗)
where t(x∗) and t(y∗) are the traces of x∗ and y∗ respectively.
Lemma 2.3. Let µ¯ and ν¯ be roots of p(µ) and q(ν) respectively. Then, for the
field extension Γ(µ¯, ν¯) we have
Γ(µ¯, ν¯) = Γ⊕ µ¯ · Γ⊕ ν¯ · Γ⊕ µ¯ · ν¯ · Γ
as vector spaces.
Proof. As p(µ) and q(ν) are of gedree 2, it is enough to show that µ¯ /∈ Γ, hence
Γ(µ¯) = Γ⊕ µ¯ ·Γ, and then, that ν¯ /∈ Γ(µ¯). We will assume that Γ(µ¯) = Γ⊕ µ¯ ·Γ
and show that ν¯ /∈ Γ(µ¯). The other part is easier. Clearly, for showing that
ν¯ /∈ Γ(µ¯) = Γ ⊕ µ¯ · Γ, it is enough to show that q(ν) does not have a root in
Γ(µ¯) = Γ⊕ µ¯ · Γ. Assume negatively that
h = k + µ¯ · l
for some k, l ∈ Γ is a root of q(ν). Substituting h in q(ν), and using the identity
(recall that char(Γ) = 2)
µ¯2 =
µ¯ · t(x∗) + det(x∗)
1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗)
we obtain that l, k satisfy the following system of equations:

1. (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · (k
2 + det(x∗)1+t(x∗)+det(x∗) · l
2) + t(y∗) · k + det(y∗) = 0
2. t(x∗)·(1+t(y∗)+det(y∗))1+t(x∗)+det(x∗) · l
2 + t(y∗) · l = 0
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The solutions for Equation 2. are:
l = 0,
l =
t(y∗) · (1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗))
t(x∗) · (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗))
So we have two cases to negate:
Case 1. l = 0. In this case, Equation 1. becomes
(1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · k
2 + t(y∗) · k + det(y∗) = 0 (2.1)
Write k =
∑∞
i=m ki where km 6= 0. It is easy to see that if deg(km) =
m ≤ 0, then Equation (2.1) implies k2m = 0, so km = 0, and we
get a contradiction. On the other hand, if deg(km) = m ≥ 2 then
det(y∗) = 0 which also gives a contradiction. So m = 1, and we get
that k1 satisfies the equation
k21 + t(y∗) · k1 + det(y∗) = 0.
Write k1 =
f
g for f, g ∈ Λ# such that f, g do not have a common
divisor in Λ#. Then
f2 + fg · t(y∗) + g
2 · det(y∗) = 0.
We obtain that g divides f2, so as Λ# is a unique factorization do-
main, by the assertion that f, g do not have a common divisor, we
get that g is invertible in Λ#. It follows that we can assume that
g = 1, and thus
0 = f2 + f · t(y∗) + det(y∗)
= f2 + f · (y11 + y22) + y11y22 + y12y21
where f ∈ Λ# with deg(f) = 1. It is easy to check that such f does
not exist, what gives a contradiction to our negative assumption.
Case 2. l = t(y∗)·(1+t(x∗)+det(x∗))t(x∗)·(1+t(y∗)+det(y∗)) . In this case, Equation 1. becomes
(1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · k
2 + t(y∗) · k
+ det(y∗) +
t(y∗)
2 · (1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗))
t(x∗)2 · (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗))
· det(x∗) = 0.
It follows that k′ = (1+t(y∗)+det(y∗))t(y∗) · k ∈ Γ satisfies the equation
k′2 + k′ +
(1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗)) · det(y∗)
t(y∗)2
(2.2)
+
(1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗)) · det(x∗)
t(x∗)2
= 0.
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Write k′ =
∑∞
i=m k
′
i where k
′
m 6= 0. It is easy to see that if deg(k
′
m) =
m < 0, then Equation (2.2) implies (k′m)
2 = 0, so we get a contra-
diction. It follows that k′0 satsifies the equation
(k′0)
2 + k′0 +
det(y∗)
t(y∗)2
+
det(x∗)
t(x∗)2
= 0. (2.3)
Write k′0 =
f
g for f, g ∈ Λ# such that f, g do not have a common
divisor in Λ#. Then, Equation (2.3) implies
f2 · t(x∗)
2t(y∗)
2 + gf · t(x∗)
2t(y∗)
2
+ g2 · t(x∗)
2 det(y∗) + g
2 · t(y∗)
2 det(x∗) = 0.
Hence, one can write
g2 · t(y∗)
2 det(x∗) = t(x∗)
2 · (f2t(y∗)
2 + gf · t(y∗)
2 + g2 · det(y∗)).
As Λ# is a unique factorization domain, it follows that g is divisible
by t(x∗) and in a similar way, g is also divisible by t(y∗). So writing
g = g′t(x∗)t(y∗) we get that
f2 + g′f · t(x∗)t(y∗) + g
′2 · t(x∗)
2 det(y∗) + g
′2 · t(y∗)
2 det(x∗) = 0.
We obtain that g′ divides f2, so by the assertion that f, g do not
have a common divisor, we get that g′ is invertible in Λ#. It follows
that we can assume that g′ = 1, and thus
0 =f2 + f · t(x∗)t(y∗) + t(x∗)
2 det(y∗) + t(y∗)
2 det(x∗)
f2 + f · (x11 + x22)(y11 + y22)
+ (x11 + x22)
2 · (y11y22 + y12y21)
+ (y11 + y22)
2 · (x11x22 + x12x21)
where f ∈ Λ# with deg(f) = 2. It is easy to check that such f does
not exist, what gives a contradiction to our negative assumption.
This finishes the proof.
Now, notice that as 1+ t(x∗)+det(x∗) and 1+ t(y∗)+det(y∗) are invertible
over Λ∗, we have
µ¯2 = (1 + t(x∗) + det(x∗))
−1 · (µ¯ · t(x∗) + det(x∗)) ∈ Λ∗ + µ¯ · Λ∗
ν¯2 = (1 + t(y∗) + det(y∗))
−1 · (ν¯ · t(y∗) + det(y∗)) ∈ Λ∗ + ν¯ · Λ∗ (2.4)
and thus the sum Λ = Λ∗ + µ¯ · Λ∗ + ν¯ · Λ∗ + µ¯ν¯ · Λ∗ is actually a subring of Γ.
As a corollary from Lemma 2.3 we have:
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Corollary 2.4. The ring Λ satisfies
Λ = Λ∗ ⊕ µ¯ · Λ∗ ⊕ ν¯ · Λ∗ ⊕ µ¯ν¯ · Λ∗. (2.5)
Recall the ideals Λ∗ ⊲ P∗n = {f =
∑∞
i=0 fi ∈ Λ∗ | f0, ..., fn−1 = 0}. For
n ≥ 0 define the subsets
Pn = P∗n + µ¯ · P∗n−1 + ν¯ · P∗n−1 + µ¯ν¯ · P∗n−2 ⊆ Λ (2.6)
when we denote P−2 = P−1 = P0 = Λ∗, so P1 = P∗1 + µ¯ ·Λ∗ + ν¯ · Λ∗ + µ¯ν¯ · Λ∗.
Notice that as the sum in (2.5) is direct, so is the sum in (2.6). Hence, for every
n we have Pn ∩ Λ∗ = P∗n. The following properties of Λ are easy to verify by
using the identities in (2.4), and induction on n:
Proposition 2.5. The ring Λ is a pro-2 ring, with a maximal ideal P1. More-
over, Pn = P
n
1 for every n.
As Pn ∩ Λ∗ = P∗n it follows that the topology of Λ∗ ⊆ Λ that is induced by
the topology of Λ coincides with the topology of Λ∗ defined by the basis P∗n.
Similarly, endowed with the topology that comes from the congruence ideals
M2(Λ, Pn) = ker(M2(Λ) → M2(Λ/Pn)) as a basis of neighborhoods of zero,
M2(Λ) is also a profinite ring, that contains the profinite ring M2(Λ∗). Also
here, it is easy to show that this topology makes the group 1+M2(Λ, P1) a pro-
2 group that contains the pro-2 subgroup 1+M2(Λ∗, P∗1). Notice that as Pn ∩
Λ∗ = P∗n, the profinite topology that 1+M2(Λ, P1) induces on 1+M2(Λ∗, P∗1)
coincides with the profinite topology of 1 + M2(Λ∗, P∗1) defined by the basis
1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗n).
Now, we are ready to define the pseudo-generic matrices
x = (1 + x∗)(1 + µ¯ · 1)− 1 ∈M2(Λ, P1)
y = (1 + y∗)(1 + ν¯ · 1)− 1 ∈M2(Λ, P1).
By the construction of x and y we have det(x) = det(y) = 0.
Let nowG = 〈1 + x, 1 + y〉 ⊆ 1+M2(Λ, P1) be the (discrete) group generated
by 1 + x and 1 + y, and let Gˆ ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ, P1) be its closure. Notice that by
the discussion above, both Gˆ∗ and Gˆ are embedded in 1+M2(Λ, P1), and their
profinite topology is induced by the one of 1 +M2(Λ, P1).
Now, by the definition of the pseudo-generic matrices
1 + x = (1 + x∗)(1 + µ¯ · 1)
1 + y = (1 + y∗)(1 + ν¯ · 1)
where 1 + µ¯ · 1 and 1 + ν¯ · 1 are central in M2(Λ). Hence, for every (discrete)
commutator element w(X,Y ) ∈ F ′ one has
w(1 + x, 1 + y) = w(1 + x∗, 1 + y∗) ∈ G
′
∗ ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1) ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ, P1).
As we saw that both the profinite topology of Gˆ∗ and Gˆ are induced by the
profinite topology of 1 +M2(Λ, P1), it follows that actually
Gˆ′ = Gˆ′∗ ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ∗, P∗1) ⊆ 1 +M2(Λ, P1)
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for the commutator subgroups Gˆ∗ and Gˆ. Similarly, the lower central series of Gˆ
and Gˆ∗ are equal (apart from the first term). Hence, in order to prove Theorem
2.2, it is enough to prove that:
Theorem 2.6. The homomorphism π = π∗|Fˆ ′ : Fˆ
′ → Gˆ′∗ = Gˆ
′ is not injective.
Notice that obviously, π can also be seen as the restriction of the map Fˆ → Gˆ
defined by X 7→ 1 + x, Y 7→ 1 + y, to Fˆ ′.
From now on, we assume negatively that Theorem 2.6 is false, and that π is
injective. In particular, we assume that Gˆ′ is isomorphic to Fˆ ′ through π.
2.3 Some useful lemmas
We state some general properties of 2 × 2 matrices. By the Cayley–Hamilton
theorem, for every a ∈M2(Λ), we have a
2 + t(a)a+ det(a) · 1 = 0 where t(a) is
the trace of a. As a corollary of that, we have the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.7. Let a, b ∈M2(Λ). Then:
1. [a, b] = t(a)b+ t(b)a+ (t(ab) + t(a)t(b)) · 1.
2. [a, b, a] = t(a)[a, b].
3. If t(a) = 0, then a2 = det(a) · 1 ∈M2(Λ) is central.
4. If a, b ∈M2 (Λ) then the trace t([a, b]b
n) = 0 for every n ≥ 0.
Proof. Applying the Cayley–Hamilton theorem for a+ b one has
0 = (a+ b)2 + t(a+ b)(a+ b) + det(a+ b) · 1
= a2 + t(a)a+ b2 + t(b)b + ab+ ba+ t(a)b+ t(b)a+ det(a+ b) · 1.
Subtracting the equations a2+t(a)a+det(a) ·1 = 0 and b2+t(b)b+det(b) ·1 = 0
it follows that
[a, b] = ab+ ba = t(a)b+ t(b)a+ (det(a) + det(b) + det(a+ b)) · 1
= t(a)b+ t(b)a+ (t(ab) + t(a)t(b)) · 1
so we get Part 1. Part 2 is an immediate consequence of Part 1. Part 3 is an
immediate consequence of the Cayley–Hamilton theorem.
For Part 4 we use induction on n. So for n = 0 the claim is easy, and
for n = 1 it follows from the observation [a, b]b = [ab, b]. For n ≥ 2: by the
Cayley–Hamilton theorem we have b2 = t(b)b+det(b)·1. Hence, by the induction
hypothesis
t([a, b]bn) = t(b) · t([a, b]bn−1) + det(b) · t([a, b]bn−2) = 0
as required.
Lemma 2.8. For the pseudo-generic matrices x, y we have
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1. x2 = t(x)x, y2 = t(y)y, (xy)2 = t(xy)xy, (yx)2 = t(xy)yx.
2. xyx = t(xy)x, yxy = t(xy)y.
3. [x, y]2 = (t(xy)2 + t(x)t(y)t(xy)) · 1.
Proof. Part 1 follows from the Cayley–Hamilton theorem and the property
det(x) = det(y) = 0. The identity xyx = t(xy)x follows from the previous
part and Part 1 of Lemma 2.7 by the following computation
xyx = (yx+ t(x)y + t(y)x+ (t(xy) + t(x)t(y)) · 1)x
= yx2 + t(x)yx + t(y)x2 + t(xy)x + t(x)t(y)x = t(xy)x.
The identity yxy = t(xy)y follows similarly. Part 3 follows from the previous
properties by the following computation
[x, y]2 =(xy + yx)(xy + yx)
=t(xy)(xy + yx) + t(xy)t(x)y + t(xy)t(y)x
=t(xy)(t(xy) + t(x)t(y)) · 1.
Remark 2.9. As the expression [x, y]2 is central in M2(Λ), sometime we will
consider it as an element of Λ and just write [x, y]2 = (t(xy)2 + t(x)t(y)t(xy)).
2.4 The ring of the Pseudo-Generic Matrices
Definition 2.10. We define the (discrete) subrings (with identity) of Λ and
M2 (Λ)
S =
〈
t(x), t(y), [x, y]2
〉
⊆ Λ
T = 〈t(x), t(y), t(xy)〉 ⊆ Λ
R = 〈x, y, T · 1〉 ⊆M2 (Λ) .
The ring R will be called the ring of the pseudo generic matrices.
Proposition 2.11. The ring T is freely generated by t(x), t(y), t(xy) as a com-
mutative ring over Z/2Z.
Proof. Consider the free commutative variables λ, θ, ϑ over Z/2Z, and define
x¯ =
(
λ ϑ− λθ
0 0
)
, y¯ =
(
θ 0
1 0
)
.
Denote T¯ = 〈t(x¯), t(y¯), t(x¯y¯)〉. As det(x¯) = det(y¯) = 0 it is easy to verify that
we have a natural homomorphism of discrete rings
Λ ≥ (Z/2Z) 〈xij , yij , µ¯, ν¯ | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2〉 → (Z/2Z) 〈λ, θ, ϑ〉
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defined by 

x11 7→ λ y11 7→ θ
x12 7→ ϑ− λθ y12 7→ 0
x21 7→ 0 y21 7→ 1
x22 7→ 0 y22 7→ 0
µ¯ 7→ 0 ν¯ 7→ 0
that induces a natural ring homomorphism from the discrete ring generated by
the pseudo-generic matrices x, y to the discrete ring generated by x¯, y¯ sending
x 7→ x¯ and y 7→ y¯. Hence, we have a natural ring homomorphism T → T¯ by
t(x) 7→ t(x¯) = λ
t(y) 7→ t(y¯) = θ
t(xy) 7→ t(x¯y¯) = ϑ.
So as the ring generated by λ, θ, ϑ is freely generated by them as a commutative
ring over Z/2Z, the same is valid for T .
As a corollary of Part 3 in Lemma 2.8, and Proposition 2.11 one can easily
prove:
Proposition 2.12. The ring S ⊆ T and it is free on t(x), t(y), [x, y]2. In
addition, T is freely generated by 1 and t(xy) as an S-module.
We also have:
Proposition 2.13. The ring R is freely generated as a module over T by 1, x, y
and xy.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.8 that indeed R is generated as a module over T
by 1, x, y and xy. We have to show that the way to write a = α+β ·x+γ ·y+δ·xy
for α, β, γ, δ ∈ T is unique. Observe that as the traces t([x, y]) = t([x, y]x) =
t([x, y]y) = 0 and x[x, y]x = y[x, y]y = 0, given such a, we have
t(x[x, y]a[x, y]y) = α · t(xy)[x, y]2
t([x, y]ya) = β · [x, y]2
t([x, y]ax) = γ · [x, y]2
t([x, y]a) = δ · [x, y]2.
Hence, as T is a domain (as a free commutative ring by Proposition 2.11), given
such a, we can uniquely restore its coefficients in T , as required.
Denote now the (discrete) ring
R∗ = 〈x∗, y∗, t(x∗) · 1, t(y∗) · 1, t(x∗y∗) · 1〉 ⊆M2 (Λ∗) .
Then R∗, inheriting the degree of Λ∗, can be seen as R∗ = ⊕
∞
n=0R
(n)
∗ where
R
(n)
∗ is the additive group of homogeneous elements of degree n. This direct
sum makes R∗ a graded ring. As x∗, y∗ are generic matrices, we can define a
map τ : R∗ → R such that x∗ 7→ x and y∗ 7→ y. Denote R
(n) = τ(R
(n)
∗ ).
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Corollary 2.14. One has R = ⊕∞n=0R
(n), what makes R a graded ring.
Proof. Denote T (n) = R(n) ∩ T · 1 for n ≥ 0, and T (−1) = T (−2) = 0. Using
Lemma 2.8 it is easy to check that
R(n) = τ(R
(n)
∗ ) = T
(n) + T (n−1) · x+ T (n−1) · y + T (n−2) · xy.
Hence, by Proposition 2.13 we have
R(n) = T (n) ⊕ T (n−1) · x⊕ T (n−1) · y ⊕ T (n−2) · xy.
By Proposition 2.11 it is clear that T · 1 = ⊕∞n=0T
(n). Hence
R = T ⊕ T · x⊕ T · y ⊕ T · xy
= ⊕∞n=0T
(n) ⊕∞n=0 T · x⊕
∞
n=0 T · y ⊕
∞
n=0 T · xy = ⊕
∞
n=0R
(n)
as required.
Now, as the ring R = 〈x, y, 1 · T 〉 = ⊕∞n=0R
(n) is a graded ring, we can
define the ring U of power series on x, y and 1 · T with relation to this grading
on R. Then, the ideals
Un =
{
∞∑
i=0
fi | fi ∈ Ri, f0, ..., fn−1 = 0
}
serve as a basis of neighborhoods of zero to a topology on U , making U a
profinite ring. Now, as for every n ≤ k we have R(k) ⊆M2(Λ, Pn) the profinite
topology of R induced by the grading of R is apriori stronger than the profinite
topology of R induced by the profinite topology of M2(Λ). Hence, we have a
(continuous) ring homomorphism σ : U → M2(Λ) that sends the copy of R in
U to its copy in M2(Λ). Hence, σ induces also a group homomorphism from
the profinite completion of G = 〈1 + x, 1 + y〉 in U to its profinite completion
in M2(Λ), by sending the generators to their copy in M2(Λ). Hence, we get the
diagram
Fˆ = 〈〈X,Y 〉〉 → 〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉 ⊆ U
ց ↓
〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉 = Gˆ ⊆M2(Λ).
Recall now that by our negative assumption, we have an isomorphism π : Fˆ ′ →
Gˆ′ induced by the map
X 7→ 1 + x ∈M2(Λ) Y 7→ 1 + y ∈M2(Λ).
Hence, by the diagram we obtain that also the map
X 7→ 1 + x ∈ U Y 7→ 1 + y ∈ U
induces an isomorpism of Fˆ ′. Hence, we can replace Gˆ = 〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉 ⊆
M2(Λ) by the completion of G in U . So from now on the notation Gˆ =
〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉 refers to the completion of G in U , and the degree of terms
of elements in Gˆ will be determined by the grading of R. In other words, we
regard the elements in R(n) as the elements of R of degree n.
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2.5 Some properties of Gˆ′
Proposition 2.15. If g ∈ Gˆ′, then g = 1 + [x, y]
∑∞
i=0 ai for some ai ∈ R.
Proof. Having the observations
(1 + [x, y]b1)(1 + [x, y]b2) = 1 + [x, y](b1 + b2 + b1[x, y]b2)
(1 + [x, y]b)−1 = 1 + [x, y](b
∞∑
i=0
([x, y]b)i)
it is enough to show that Gˆ′ has a set of (topological) generators of the form
1 + [x, y]
∑∞
i=0 ai. One can see (cf. [MKS], Section 2.4, Problem 13) that the
set of commutators {
XnY mX−nY −m |n,m ∈ Z
}
generates F ′, the commutator subgroup of F = 〈X,Y 〉. Hence, it is enough to
show that the elements of the set{
(1 + x)n(1 + y)m(1 + x)−n(1 + y)−m |n,m ∈ Z
}
are of the form 1 + [x, y]
∑∞
i=0 ai. Let n,m ∈ Z. Then
(1 + x)n = 1 + x · p(x) = 1 + x · p(t(x))
(1 + y)m = 1 + y · q(y) = 1 + y · q(t(y))
where p(x) and q(y) are power series on x and y respectively. Now
(1 + x)n(1 + y)m(1 + x)−n(1 + y)−m
= 1 + [x · p(t(x)), y · q(t(y))]
∞∑
i,j=0
(x · p(t(x))i(y · q(t(y)))j
= 1 + [x, y] · p(t(x)) · q(t(y))
∞∑
i,j=0
(x · p(t(x))i(y · q(t(y)))j
which has the needed form.
Denote now the T -module generated by [x, y]x, [x, y]y, [x, y]2, [x, y]xy, by
J . Then:
Proposition 2.16. The T -module J is a two sided ideal of R. Moreover, J is
freely generated as a T -module by
[x, y]x, [x, y]y, [x, y]2, [x, y]xy.
Proof. So for showing that J is a two sided ideal of R, it is enough to show that
J is closed under multiplication by x, y. Indeed, for the generators of J as a
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T -module we have
[x, y]x · x = t(x)[x, y]x ∈ J
[x, y]y · x = [x, y]2 + [x, y]xy ∈ J
[x, y]2 · x = t(xy)[x, y]x + t(x)[x, y]2 + t(x)[x, y]xy ∈ J
[x, y]xy · x = t(xy)[x, y]x ∈ J
x · [x, y]x = 0 ∈ J
x · [x, y]y = (t(x)[x, y] + [x, y]x) · y ∈ J
x · [x, y]2 = [x, y]2 · x ∈ J
x · [x, y]xy = 0 ∈ J.
The computation for y is similar, so T is a two-sided ideal of R.
Now, let a ∈ J . We want to show that the way to write
a = α · [x, y]x+ β · [x, y]y + γ · [x, y]2 + δ · [x, y]xy
for α, β, γ, δ ∈ T is unique. Using the properties in Lemma 2.8 one can verify
that
t([x, y]ya) = (t(xy) + t(x)t(y))[x, y]2α
t([x, y]xa) = (t(xy) + t(x)t(y))[x, y]2β
t(xa[x, y]y) = [x, y]4γ
t(a) = [x, y]2δ
Hence, as in the proof of Proposition 2.13, it follows that J is freely generated
by [x, y]x, [x, y]y, [x, y]2 and [x, y]xy over T , as required.
Corollary 2.17. Let g = 1 +
∑∞
i=1 ai ∈ Gˆ
′′ where Gˆ′′ is the second derived
subgroup of G. Then, we have ai ∈ J for every i.
Proof. By definition, Gˆ′′ is generated (topologically) by commutotrs of elements
of Gˆ′. So as J is an ideal of R, it is enough to show that for every two elements
in h, k ∈ Gˆ′ the terms of g = hkh−1k−1 lie in J . By Proposition 2.15 we can
write h = 1+ [x, y]
∑∞
l=1 bl and k = 1+ [x, y]
∑∞
l=1 cl for some bl, cl ∈ R. Hence,
for g we have
g = 1 + [[x, y]
∞∑
l=1
bl, [x, y]
∞∑
l=1
cl] ·
∞∑
i,j=0
([x, y]
∞∑
l=1
bl)
i([x, y]
∞∑
l=1
cl)
j .
Now, as by Part 2 of Lemma 2.7 we have
x[x, y] = t(x)[x, y] + [x, y]x , y[x, y] = t(y)[x, y] + [x, y]y
we deduce that R[x, y] = [x, y]R. Hence, one can write g = 1 + [x, y]2 ·
∑∞
l=1 dl
for some dl ∈ R. As [x, y]
2 ∈ J , and J is an ideal of R, the claim follows.
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We continue with the following lemma:
Lemma 2.18. Let Fˆ be a free pro-p group, and Fˆ = Fˆ1, Fˆ2, Fˆ3, ... its lower
central series. If 1 6= g, h ∈ Fˆ commute, then, there exists n such that g, h ∈
Fˆn − Fˆn+1. In other words, g, h lie in the same term of the lower central series
of Fˆ .
Proof. Let Hˆ = 〈〈g, h〉〉 be the closure of the group generated by g, h in Fˆ .
obviously, Hˆ is abelian. In addition, by the well known result of Serre, Hˆ is
a free pro-p group. It follows that Hˆ ∼= Zp and that there exists an element
1 6= k ∈ Hˆ such that Hˆ = 〈〈k〉〉. As Fˆ is pro-nilpotent, there exists n such that
k ∈ Fˆn − Fˆn+1. So Hˆ ⊆ Fˆn. Consider the homomorphic image of Hˆ into the
quotient Υn(Fˆ ) = Fˆn/Fˆn+1. As Υn(Fˆ ) is known to be isomorphic to Z
l
p for
some l (See [L], Proposition 2.7), the image of Hˆ in Υn(Fˆ ) is a procyclic pro-p
group of inifinte order. Hence, this image is isomorphic to Zp ∼= Hˆ . As Hˆ is
Hopfian, it follows that the homomorphism of Hˆ into Υn(Fˆ ) is an embedding.
In particular, the image of h, g in Υn(Fˆ ) is non-trivial, so the claim follows.
Corollary 2.19. As we assume that Gˆ′ = 〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉
′
is isomorphic to
Fˆ ′ = 〈〈X,Y 〉〉′ through the map X 7→ 1+x and Y 7→ 1+y, for every 1 6= g ∈ Gˆ′
we have [(1 + x)m, g]Gˆ 6= 1 for every m ≥ 1.
2.6 Minimal t(x)-related components
For every n ≥ 0 denote the following T -submodules of J :
Jn = t(x)
nJ = t(x)n[x, y](xT + yT + [x, y]T + xyT ) ⊆ J
J¯n = t(x)
n[x, y](xT + yT ) ⊆ Jn ⊆ J
C¯n = t(x)
n[x, y]2T ⊆ Jn ⊆ J.
One can see that as a corollary from Proposition 2.16, the T -module Jn is a
two sided ideal of R. The following proposition follows from Proposition 2.16,
Part 3 of Lemma 2.8, and due to that as a free commutative ring, T is a unique
factorization domain.
Proposition 2.20. The T -modules Jn, J¯n, C¯n are free, and for every a ∈ J
we have
a ∈ Jn ⇔ t(x)a ∈ Jn+1 ⇔ t(y)a, [x, y]
2a ∈ Jn
a ∈ J¯n ⇔ t(x)a ∈ J¯n+1 ⇔ t(y)a, [x, y]
2a ∈ J¯n
a ∈ C¯n ⇔ t(x)a ∈ C¯n+1 ⇔ t(y)a, [x, y]
2a ∈ C¯n.
By the above, it is easy to see that Jn = J¯n ⊕ C¯n ⊕ t(x)
nT · [x, y]xy.
Proposition 2.21. Let a ∈ Jn. If t(a) = 0, then a ∈ J¯n + C¯n. I.e.
a = α · [x, y]x+ β · [x, y]y + γ · [x, y]2
for some α, β, γ ∈ t(x)nT .
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Proof. As a ∈ Jn it has the form
a = α · [x, y]x+ β · [x, y]y + γ · [x, y]2 + δ · [x, y]xy
for some α, β, γ, δ ∈ t(x)nT . Now, as t([x, y]2) = t([x, y]x) = t([x, y]y) = 0 we
have
0 = t(a) = δ · t([x, y]xy) = δ · [x, y]2.
As T is a domain, δ = 0, as required.
We define now the following objects. Denote the subring of S generated
by t(y) and [x, y]2 by S˜ =
〈
t(y), [x, y]2
〉
. Then, for every n, we denote the
S˜-module
J˜n = t(x)
n((S˜ + t(xy)S˜)[x, y]x + (S˜ + t(xy)S˜)[x, y]y) ⊆ J¯n.
From Proposition 2.12 one deduces that S = ⊕∞i=0t(x)
i · S˜, and therefore T =
S + t(xy)S = ⊕∞i=0t(x)
i(S˜ + t(xy)S˜). Thus:
Proposition 2.22. For every n ≥ 0 one has J¯n = ⊕
∞
i=nJ˜i = J˜n ⊕ J¯n+1 as a
direct sum.
We continue with the following definition:
Definition 2.23. We define G˜ to be the subset of Gˆ′ of all elements that all
their terms are in J3:
G˜ =
{
g = 1 +
∞∑
i=1
ai ∈ Gˆ
′ | ∀i ai ∈ J3
}
.
Using the identity (1 + a)(1 + b)(1 + a)−1 = 1 + b + [a, b]
∑∞
i=0 a
i and the fact
that J3 is a two sided ideal of R, it is easy to see that:
Proposition 2.24. The set G˜ is a normal closed subgroup of Gˆ′.
The reason for taking J3 in the defintion of G˜ will be clear later. In the
following defintion, given an element a ∈ Jn = J¯n ⊕ C¯n ⊕ t(x)
nT · [x, y]xy we
denote its projection to J¯n by a¯.
Definition 2.25. Let 1 6= g ∈ G˜ and write g = 1 +
∑∞
i=0 ai where ai is the
term of degree i. We define
n(g) = max{n | ∀i ai ∈ Jn}
n¯(g) = max{n | ∀i a¯i ∈ J¯n}
i¯(g) = min{i | a¯i /∈ J¯n¯(g)+1}.
Notice that as g 6= 1, n(g) is well defined. If g does not have terms in J¯n for
any n we denote n¯(g) = i¯(g) = ∞. Notice that by definition n(g) ≤ n¯(g). If
n¯(g) <∞, by Proposition 2.22, for a¯i¯(g) we can decompose
a¯i¯(g) =a+ elements from J¯n¯(g)+1
for a unique element a ∈ J˜n¯(g). In this case we define minx(g) = a.
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Definition 2.26. We say that an element 1 6= g ∈ G˜ is good if n¯(g) < ∞ and
it has the form
g =1+minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
Proposition 2.27. Let g, h be good elements such that n0 = n¯(g) = n¯(h),
i0 = i¯(g) = i¯(h) and minx(g) 6= minx(h). Then g · h is also good, n¯(gh) = n0,
i¯(gh) = i0, and
minx(g · h) = minx(g) +minx(h).
Proof. We remind that by the definition of G˜, the terms of g, h are in J3 ⊆
t(x)3R. Hence, g · h has the form
g · h =1 +minx(g) +minx(h)
+ terms in J¯n0 of degree > i0
+ terms in J¯n0+1
+ terms in C¯n0−1
+ terms in Jn0+2.
By assumption 0 6= minx(g) + minx(h) ∈ J˜n0 and of degree i0. By the above
description of g ·h it follows that n¯(g ·h) = n0, i¯(g ·h) = i0, and that minx(g ·h) =
minx(g) +minx(h). Hence, g · h is good, as required.
Definition 2.28. Let 1 6= g ∈ G˜. We define the operator
ϕx(g) = [(1 + x)
4, g]Gˆ = [1 + t(x)
3x, g]Gˆ.
When it will be convenient, we will use also the notation gx = ϕx(g).
Proposition 2.29. Let 1 6= g = 1 +
∑∞
i=0 ai ∈ G˜. Then n(gx) = n0 + 3 where
n0 = max{n | ∀i [x, ai] ∈ Jn}, and
gx = 1 + t(x)
3
∞∑
i=0
[x, ai] + terms in Jn(gx)+3.
Proof. Notice first that as g 6= 1 and G˜ ⊆ Gˆ′, then by Corollary 2.19, g does not
commute with 1 + x, and hence there exists i such that [x, ai] 6= 0. Thus, n0 is
well defined. We claim now that n(gx) = n0+3. Indeed, denote gx = 1+
∑∞
i=0 bi,
and write
gx = 1 +
∞∑
i=0
bi = 1 + t(x)
3[x,
∞∑
i=0
ai]
∞∑
k,l=0
(t(x)3x)k(
∞∑
i=0
ai)
l.
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Now, by assumption, for every i we have ai ∈ J3 ⊆ t(x)
3R, and [x, ai] ∈ Jn0 .
Hence, for every i we have
bi+4 = t(x)
3[x, ai] mod Jn0+3+3.
Hence bi+4 ∈ Jn0+3 for every i, and thus n(gx) ≥ n0 + 3. On the other hand,
by assumption, there exists i0 such that [x, ai0 ] /∈ Jn0+1, so by Proposition 2.20
t(x)3[x, ai0 ] /∈ Jn0+4. Therefore
bi0+4 = t(x)
3[x, ai0 ] + terms in Jn0+6
is not in Jn0+4. Thus n(gx) = n0 + 3. Notice now that as n0 + 6 = n(gx) + 3,
in the course of the proof we got also that bi+4 = t(x)
3[x, ai] mod Jn(gx)+3 for
every i, as required.
Corollary 2.30. Let 1 6= g ∈ G˜. Then gx is good, and n(gx) ≤ n¯(gx) ≤
n(gx) + 1.
Proof. Write g = 1 +
∑∞
i=0 ai, and denote
ai = αi[x, y]x+ βi[x, y]y + γi[x, y]
2 + δi[x, y]xy
for αi, βi, γi, δi ∈ T . By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 one has
[x, ai] = (t(x)αi + t(xy)δi)[x, y]x + t(x)βi[x, y]y + βi[x, y]
2.
Set λi = t(x)αi+ t(xy)δi. Now, for gx = 1+
∑∞
i=0 bi, let i be an index such that
bi+4 /∈ Jn(gx)+1 (which exists by definition). Then, by the previous proposition
bi+4 = t(x)
3[x, ai] + terms in Jn(gx)+3
= t(x)3(λi[x, y]x+ t(x)βi[x, y]y + βi[x, y]
2) + terms in Jn(gx)+3
Hence, by definition, it means that we have two options:
1. t(x)3λi /∈ t(x)
n(gx)+1T . In this case we also have b¯i+4 /∈ J¯n(gx)+1. In
particular n¯(gx) ≤ n(gx). Otherwise:
2. t(x)3βi /∈ t(x)
n(gx)+1T . Hence t(x)4βi /∈ t(x)
n(gx)+2T . So in this case we
have b¯i+4 /∈ J¯n(gx)+2. In particular n¯(gx) ≤ n(gx) + 1.
In both cases we get n¯(gx) ≤ n(gx) + 1 so in total n(gx) ≤ n¯(gx) ≤ n(gx) + 1.
In particular, n¯(gx) <∞. Hence minx(gx) exists and we have
gx =1+ t(x)
3
∞∑
i=0
(λi[x, y]x+ t(x)βi[x, y]y + βi[x, y]
2) + terms in Jn(gx)+3
=1+minx(gx)
+ terms in J¯n¯(gx) of degree > deg(minx(gx))
+ terms in J¯n¯(gx)+1 (2.7)
+ terms in C¯n(gx)
+ terms in Jn(gx)+3.
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Combining the latter estimation for n¯(gx) with Equation (2.7) we get that gx is
good, as required.
Proposition 2.31. Let g ∈ G˜ be a good element. Then ϕx(g) is also good, and
minx(ϕx(g)) = t(x)
4minx(g)
In particular n¯(ϕx(g)) = n¯(g) + 4.
Proof. So the fact that ϕx(g) = gx is good was already proven previously in a
more general case. Now, write g = 1 + a for a of the form
a =minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
We remind that the terms of g lie in J3 ⊆ t(x)
3R. Hence
ϕx(g) = 1 + t(x)
3[x, a]
∞∑
k,l=0
(t(x)3x)kal = 1 + t(x)3[x, a] + terms in Jn¯(g)+6.
Noticing the identities
[x, [x, y]x] = t(x)[x, y]x and [x, [x, y]y] = t(y)[x, y]x + [x, y]2
we have:
• [x,minx(g)] = t(x)minx(g) + terms in C¯n¯(g).
• [x, terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))]
=terms in J¯n¯(g)+1 of degree > deg(t(x)minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
• [x, terms in J¯n¯(g)+1] = terms in J¯n¯(g)+2 + terms in C¯n¯(g)+1.
• [x, terms in C¯n¯(g)−1] = 0.
• [x, terms in Jn¯(g)+2] = terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
Hence
ϕx(g) =1 + t(x)
3[x, a] + terms in Jn¯(g)+6
=t(x)4minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+4 of degree > deg(t(x)
4minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+5
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)+3
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+5.
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Recalling Proposition 2.20, it follows that n¯(ϕx(g)) = n¯(g) + 4, and that we
have minx(ϕx(g)) = t(x)
4minx(g) as required.
Proposition 2.32. Let g ∈ G˜ be a good element, and let ϕy be the operator
ϕy(g) = [1 + y, g]Gˆ. Then, ϕy(g) is also good, and
minx(ϕy(g)) = t(y)minx(g).
In particular n¯(ϕy(g)) = n¯(g).
Proof. Write g = 1 + a where a is built up from
a =minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
In addition, we can think on a as built up from terms in t(x)3R. Hence
ϕy(g) =1 + [y, a]
∞∑
k,l=0
ykal = 1 + [y, a]
∞∑
k=0
yk + terms in Jn¯(g)+3.
Now, using Part 4 of Lemma 2.7, Proposition 2.21 and the identities
[y, [x, y]x] = t(y)[x, y]x + [x, y]2, [y, [x, y]y] = t(y)[x, y]y
we have:
• [y,minx(g)]
∑∞
k=0 y
k
=t(y)minx(g) + terms in C¯n¯(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(t(y)minx(g))
• [y, terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))]
∑∞
k=0 y
k
=terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(t(y)minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
• [y, terms in J¯n¯(g)+1]
∑∞
k=0 y
k = terms in J¯n¯(g)+1 + terms in C¯n¯(g)+1.
• [y, terms in C¯n¯(g)−1]
∑∞
k=0 y
k = 0.
• [y, terms in Jn¯(g)+2]
∑∞
k=0 y
k = terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
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Hence
ϕy(g) = 1 + [y, a]
∞∑
k=0
yk + terms in Jn¯(g)+3
= 1 + t(y)minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(t(y)minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2
Recalling Proposition 2.20, we obtain the assertions in the proposition.
Proposition 2.33. Let g ∈ G˜ be a good element, and let ψ be the operator
ψ(g) = [([1 + x, 1 + y]Gˆ)
2, g]Gˆ. Then ψ(g) is also good, and
minx(ψ(g)) = [x, y]
4minx(g)
In particular n¯(ψ(g)) = n¯(g).
Proof. As in the previous proposition, we write g = 1+a where a can be written
as
a =minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
In addition, we think on a as built up from terms in t(x)3R.
Denote ([1 + x, 1 + y]Gˆ)
2 = 1 + b. then
ψ(g) =1 + [b, a]
∞∑
k,l=0
bkal = 1 + [b, a]
∞∑
k=0
bk + terms in Jn¯(g)+3.
Notice that for every p, q ∈ M2(Λ) we have t(pq + qp) = t([p, q]) = 0. Also,
notice that ([x, y]xy)2 = [x, y]3xy and that ([x, y]x)2 = ([x, y]y)2 = 0. Hence, a
direct computation shows that
1 + b =1 + ([x, y]
∞∑
i,j=0
xiyj)2
=1 + [x, y]2 + [x, y]3xy
+ terms of zero trace of degree ≥ 5
+ terms of degree ≥ 9.
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Observe that by Part 1 of Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.21, for p, q ∈ J such that
t(p) = t(q) = 0 we have [p, q] ∈ [x, y]2T . Hence, using Part 4 of Lemma 2.7,
Corollary 2.21, and the identities
[[x, y]xy, [x, y]x] = [x, y]2 · [x, y]x, [[x, y]xy, [x, y]y] = [x, y]2 · [x, y]y.
We have:
• [b,minx(g)]
∑∞
k=0 b
k
=[b,minx(g)]
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
=[[x, y]3xy,minx(g)]
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
=[x, y]4minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
• [b, terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))]
∑∞
k=0 b
k
=[b, terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg(minx(g))]
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
=terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
• [b, terms in J¯n¯(g)+1]
∑∞
k=0 b
k = terms in J¯n¯(g)+1 + terms in C¯n¯(g)+1.
• [b, terms in C¯n¯(g)]
∑∞
k=0 b
k = 0.
• [b, terms in Jn¯(g)+2]
∑∞
k=0 b
k = terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
Hence
ψ(g) = 1 + [b, a]
∞∑
k=0
bk + terms in Jn¯(g)+3
= 1+ [x, y]4minx(g)
+ terms in J¯n¯(g) of degree > deg([x, y]
4minx(g))
+ terms in J¯n¯(g)+1
+ terms in C¯n¯(g)
+ terms in Jn¯(g)+2.
Recalling Proposition 2.20, we obtain the assertions in the proposition.
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2.7 Interim conclusions
Denote the ring (with identity) V =
〈
t(x)4, t(y), [x, y]4
〉
⊆ S, and the ideal
I = t(x)4V ⊳ V . It is easy to see that S is a finitely generated V -module, and
therefore J is a finitely generated V -module (see Propositions 2.12 and 2.16).
Define now the set
M =
{
minx(g) | g ∈ G˜ is good
}
and define N to be the V -submodule of J generated by the elements of M . So
as V is Noetherian and J is a finitely generated V -module, by the Artin-Rees
lemma, there exists a number ρ such that for every k ≥ 0
M ∩ (J4(ρ+k)) ⊆ N ∩ (J · I
ρ+k) ⊆ N · Ik.
Fix this ρ. Recall the lower central series of Gˆ = Gˆ1, Gˆ2, .... We have:
Proposition 2.34. Let 1 6= g ∈ G˜ such that n¯(gx) ≥ 4ρ + 4k + 4 for some
k ≥ 1. Then, there exists an element h ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆk that satisfies one of the
following conditions
• n¯((gh)x) > n¯(gx) or
• n¯((gh)x) = n¯(gx) and i¯((gh)x) > i¯(gx).
Proof. We will do it in a few steps.
Step 1 - Claim: There exist good elements h1, ..., hm such that
minx(gx) = t(x)
4k+4
m∑
j=1
minx(hj).
Indeed: By Corollary 2.30, gx is good. Hence, by assumption minx(gx) ∈ M ∩
J4(ρ+k+1). From the Artin-Rees argument above it follows that minx(gx) ∈ N ·
Ik+1. Hence, there exist good elements h˜1, ..., h˜m ∈ G˜ and elements λ1, ..., λm ∈
Ik+1 such that
minx(gx) = λ1 ·minx(h˜1) + ...+ λm ·minx(h˜m).
Without loss of generality we can assume that each λj has the form
λj = t(x)
4uj+4k+4t(y)vj [x, y]4wj
for some numbers uj, vj , wj ≥ 0. Now, by Propositions 2.31, 2.32, and 2.33 we
have
minx(hj) = t(x)
4uj t(y)vj [x, y]4wjminx(h˜j)
where hj = ψ
wj ◦ ϕ
vj
y ◦ ϕ
uj
x (h˜j) are good elements, as required.
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Step 2 - Claim: There exists a good element h ∈ G˜ ∩Gk such that
minx(gx) = t(x)
4minx(h).
We continue from the previous stage. By definition we have
minx(gx) ∈ J˜n¯(gx), deg(minx(gx)) = i¯(gx)
minx(hj) ∈ J˜n¯(hj), deg(minx(hj)) = i¯(hj) ∀j.
Denote
Ω = {j | 4k + 4 + n¯(hj) = n¯(gx), 4k + 4 + i¯(hj) = i¯(gx)} .
By Proposition 2.22 it follows that
minx(gx) = t(x)
4k+4
∑
j∈Ω
minx(hj) (2.8)
Hence, we can assume that for every j we have 4k+4+ n¯(hj) = n¯(gx), 4k+4+
i¯(hj) = i¯(gx) and in particular n¯(hj) = n¯(hj′ ) and i¯(hj) = i¯(hj′ ) for every j, j
′.
In addition, without loss of generality, we can assume that for every 1 ≤ l ≤
m− 1 one has
l∑
j=1
minx(hj) 6= minx(hl+1).
Otherwise, if
∑l
j=1minx(hj) = minx(hl+1) for some l, we can omit h1, ..., hl+1
from the sum in Equation (2.8). Define
h = ϕkx(
m∏
j=1
hj) ∈ G˜ ∩Gk.
By Proposition 2.27,
∏m
j=1 hj is good and
minx(
m∏
i=1
hj) =
m∑
j=1
minx(hj).
Hence, by Proposition 2.31 we get Step 2.
Step 3: We want now to show that h satisfies the conditions in the propo-
sition. By the previous stage and Proposition 2.31 we have n¯(gx) = n¯(hx) =
n¯(h) + 4. Write g = 1 + a = 1+
∑∞
i=0 ai and h = 1 + b = 1 +
∑∞
i=0 bi, so
gh = 1 + a+ b+ ab.
Now, as k ≥ 1, by the construction, h is of the form h = ϕx(h
′) for some good
element h′ ∈ G˜. Hence n¯(h) − 1 ≤ n(h) by Corollary 2.30. Thus, as the terms
of a lie in t(x)3R we have
ab = terms in Jn(h)+3 ∈ Jn¯(h)+2.
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Denote
na = max{n | ∀i [x, ai] ∈ Jn}
nb = max{n | ∀i [x, bi] ∈ Jn}.
By Proposition 2.29 we have n(gx) = na + 3, and n(hx) = nb + 3. Hence
na = n(gx)− 3 ≥ n¯(gx)− 4 = n¯(h)
nb = n(hx)− 3 ≥ n¯(hx)− 4 = n¯(h).
Therefore
(gh)x =1 + t(x)
3[x, a+ b+ ab]
∞∑
i,j=0
(t(x)3x)i(a+ b+ ab)j
=1 + t(x)3[x, a] + t(x)3[x, b] + terms in Jn¯(h)+5.
Now, as in the proof of Corollary 2.30, we have
t(x)3[x, a] =minx(gx)
+ terms in J¯n¯(gx) of degree > deg(minx(gx))
+ terms in J¯n¯(gx)+1 + terms in C¯n¯(gx)−1
t(x)3[x, b] =minx(hx)
+ terms in J¯n¯(hx) of degree > deg(minx(hx))
+ terms in J¯n¯(hx)+1 + terms in C¯n¯(hx)−1.
Now, as h is good, we have
minx(hx) = t(x)
4minx(h) = minx(gx)
by the construction of h and Proposition 2.31. In addition, n¯(gx) = n¯(h) + 4 =
n¯(hx). Hence, we get that
(gh)x =1 + t(x)
3[x, a] + t(x)3[x, b] + terms in Jn¯(gx)+1
=1 + terms in J¯n¯(gx) of degree > deg(minx(gx))
+ terms in C¯n¯(gx)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(gx)+1.
Which is equivalent to our assertion.
Denote now the ring (with identity) V˜ =
〈
t(y), [x, y]4
〉
⊆ S˜ =
〈
t(y), [x, y]2
〉
,
and let I˜ ⊳ V˜ be the ideal generated by t(y), [x, y]4. In other words I˜ = V˜ −{1}.
It is easy to see that S˜ is a finitely generated V˜ -module, and hence, for every n
J˜n = t(x)
n((S˜ + t(xy)S˜)[x, y]x+ (S˜ + t(xy)S˜)[x, y]y)
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is a finitely generated V˜ -module.
Define now the set Mn =
{
minx(g) ∈ J˜n | g ∈ G˜ is good
}
, and define Nn
to be the V˜ -submodule of J˜n generated by the elements of Mn. So as V˜ is
Noetherian and J˜n is a finitely generated V˜ -module, by the Artin-Rees lemma,
for every n, there exists a number ρn such that for every k ≥ 0
Mn ∩ (J˜n · I˜
ρn+k) ⊆ Nn ∩ (J˜n · I˜
ρn+k) ⊆ Nn · I˜
k
Fix these numbers ρn, and recall ρ from Proposition 2.34. We have:
Proposition 2.35. Let 1 6= g ∈ G˜, and assume that n = n¯(gx) ≥ 4ρ+ 8. Set
k ≥ 1. If
i¯(gx) ≥ n+ 5 + 8(k + ρn−8)
then, there exists an element h ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆk that satisfies one of the following
conditions
• n¯((gh)x) > n¯(gx) or
• n¯((gh)x) = n¯(gx) and i¯((gh)x) > i¯(gx).
Proof. Under the assumption n = n¯(gx) ≥ 4ρ + 8, we saw in the proof of the
previous proposition that there exists h˜ ∈ G˜ of the form ϕx(h˜
′) = h˜ where h˜′ is
good, such that minx(gx) = t(x)
4minx(h˜). In other words, there exists a good
element h˜′ ∈ G˜ such that minx(gx) = t(x)
8minx(h˜
′). In particular
i¯(gx) = i¯(h˜
′) + 8
n = n¯(gx) = n¯(h˜
′) + 8.
Hence
deg(minx(h˜
′)) = i¯(h˜′) = i¯(gx)− 8 ≥ n− 8 + 8(k + ρn−8) + 5.
It follows that minx(h˜
′) has the form
minx(h˜
′) = t(x)n−8((α+ t(xy)β)[x, y]x + (γ + t(xy)δ)[x, y]y
for some α, β, γ, δ ∈ S˜ of degree ≥ 8(k + ρn−8). In particular α, β, γ, δ ∈
I˜ρn−8+k. It follows that
minx(h˜
′) ∈Mn−8 ∩ (J˜n−8 · I˜
ρn−8+k) ⊆ Nn−8 · I˜
k
and hence there exist good elements h˜1, ..., h˜m ∈ G˜ with minx(h˜j) ∈ J˜n−8 and
elements λ1, ..., λm ∈ I˜
k such that
minx(h˜
′) = λ1 ·minx(h˜1) + ...+ λm ·minx(h˜m).
Without loss of generality we can assume that each λj has the form
λj = t(y)
vj [x, y]4wj
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for some numbers vj , wj ≥ 0 such that vj +wj ≥ k. Now, by Propositions 2.32
and 2.33, we have
minx(hj) = t(y)
vj [x, y]4wjminx(h˜j).
for hj = ψ
wi ◦ ϕ
vj
y (h˜j) ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆk. Clearly n¯(hj) = n − 8 and without loss of
generality we can assume that i¯(hj) = i¯(h˜
′) for every j. In addition, without
loss of generality, like in the proof of Proposition 2.34 we can assume that for
every 1 ≤ l ≤ m− 1 one has
l∑
j=1
minx(hj) 6= minx(hl+1).
We define now
h = ϕx(
m∏
j=1
hj) ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆk.
Then, by Propositions 2.27 and 2.31 we have
minx(h) = t(x)
4
m∑
j=1
minx(hj) = t(x)
4
m∑
j=1
t(y)vj [x, y]4wjminx(h˜j)
= t(x)4minx(h˜
′) = minx(h˜).
Therefore, we got h ∈ G˜∩ Gˆk that has the form h = ϕx(h
′) for some h′ ∈ G˜
and minx(gx) = t(x)
4minx(h). Hence, like in Step 3 in the proof of Proposition
2.34, we get that
(gh)x =1 + terms in J¯n¯(gx) of degree > deg(minx(gx))
+ terms in C¯n¯(gx)−1
+ terms in Jn¯(gx)+1.
as required.
2.8 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Let v ∈ Gˆ′′. By Corollary 2.17 all the terms of v lie in J . By Corollary 2.19, as
v ∈ Gˆ′′ ⊆ Gˆ′ it does not commute with (1 + x)2. Therefore, [v, (1 + x)2]Gˆ 6= 1.
As Gˆ is pro nilpotent, there exists a unique s such that
[v, (1 + x)2]Gˆ ∈ Gˆs − Gˆs+1.
where Gˆ = Gˆ1, Gˆ2, Gˆ3, ... is the lower central series of Gˆ. As by the negative
assumption, Gˆ′ ∼= Fˆ ′ = 〈〈X,Y 〉〉
′ through the map X 7→ 1 + x and Y 7→
1 + y, the quotient Υs(Gˆ) = Gˆs/Gˆs+1 is a free abelian pro-2 group [L]. Hence
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([v, (1 + x)2]Gˆ)
2r ∈ Gˆs − Gˆs+1 for every r. Recall ρ from Proposition 2.34, and
choose r large enough such that 2r ≥ 4ρ+ 4(s+ 1) + 4. Define
g = ([v, (1 + x)2]Gˆ)
2r = ([v, 1 + t(x)x]Gˆ)
2r .
As obviously, all the terms of [v, (1 + x)2]Gˆ = [v, 1 + t(x)x]Gˆ lie in t(x)J , it
follows that all the terms of g lie in t(x)2
r
J = J2r . In particular g ∈ G˜ and
n¯(gx) ≥ n(gx) ≥ 4ρ+ 4(s+ 1) + 4. Now, we have two options:
• i¯(gx) ≤ n¯(gx) + 5 + 8(s+ 1+ ρn¯(gx)−8). In this case, by Proposition 2.34,
we construct an element h1 such that h1 ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆs+1 and
– n¯((gh1)x) > n¯(gx) or
– n¯((gh1)x) = n¯(gx) and i¯((gh1)x) > i¯(gx).
• i¯(gx) > n¯(gx) + 5 + 8(s + k1 + ρn¯(gx)−8) and k1 ≥ 1 is the largest with
this property. In this case, by Proposition 2.35, we construct an element
h1 such that h1 ∈ G˜ ∩Gs+k1 and
– n¯((gh1)x) > n¯(gx) or
– n¯((gh1)x) = n¯(gx) and i¯((gh1)x) > i¯(gx).
We proceed in this way. There are two options:
• For some i we will have: n¯((gh1 · ... · hi)x) > n¯(gx). In the first time it
happens we define w1 = h1 · ... · hi.
• For every i we have n¯((gh1 · ... · hi)x) = n¯(gx). In this case
i¯((gh1 · ... · hi)x)
i→∞
−→ ∞
and therefore ki
i→∞
−→ ∞. Hence, the sequence G˜ ∩ Gˆs+ki ∋ hi
i→∞
−→ 1, and
therefore, the sequence h1 · ... · hi converges to an element w1 ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆs+1
with the property
n¯((gw1)x) > n¯(gx).
We proceed in this way until
n¯((gw1 · ... · wi)x) ≥ 4ρ+ 4(s+ 2) + 4
and in a similar way we construct the next wi-s so that they will lie also in
wi ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆs+2. We proceed in this pattern.
At the end of the process we get a sequence wi
i→∞
−→ 1 and therefore the
product converges to an element
h = lim
i→∞
w1 · ... · wi ∈ G˜ ∩ Gˆs+1
with the property (gh)x = 1. In particular, the element gh ∈ Gˆs − Gˆs+1
commutes with (1 + x)4, and this is a contradiction to Corollary 2.19. This
finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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3 Some remarks regarding p = 2 versus p 6= 2
3.1 The Universal Representation
In this section we describe where exactly Zubkov’s approach fails when p = 2,
and that in some sense, 2×2 pro-2 linear groups indeed have less pro-2 identities
(if any). We note that in this section we use similar notations as in Section 2 for
some objects that are slightly different, but play a similar role in this section.
Let xi,j and yi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d be free commuting variables, and let
Π∗ = Zp 〈〈xi,j , yi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d〉〉
be the associative ring (with identity) of formal power series on xi,j and yi,j over
the p-adic numbers Zp. Every element in Π∗ can be written as f =
∑∞
i=0 fi
when fi is homogeneous of degree i. Denote
Π∗ ⊲ Q∗n =
{
f =
∞∑
i=0
fi ∈ Π∗ | f0, ..., fn−1 = 0
}
.
The finite index ideals Bn,m = Q∗n + p
mΠ∗ serve as a basis of neighborhoods
of zero to a topology on Π∗, making Π∗ a pro-p ring, with a maximal ideal
B1,1 = Q∗1 + pΠ∗.
Endowed with the topology that comes from the congruence ideals
Md(Π∗, Bn,m) = ker(Md(Π∗)→Md(Π∗/Bn,m))
as a basis of neighborhoods of zero,Md(Π∗) is a profinite ring. One can see that
this topology makes the group 1 +Md(Π∗, Q∗1) a pro-p group.
Denote the generic matrices x∗, y∗ ∈Md(Π∗, Q∗1) by
x∗ = (xij)
d
i,j=1, y∗ = (yij)
d
i,j=1.
Let Fˆ = 〈〈X,Y 〉〉 be the free pro-p group on X,Y . By the above, there is a
natural (continuous) homomorphism π∗ : Fˆ → 1 +Md(Π∗, Q∗n) defined by
X 7→ 1 + x∗, Y 7→ 1 + y∗.
We denote G∗ = 〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉 ⊆ 1+Md(Π∗, Q∗1) for the (discrete) subgroup
generated by 1+ x∗ and 1+ y∗, and Gˆ∗ = 〈〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉〉 ⊆ 1 +Md(Π∗, Q∗1)
to be its closure in 1 +Md(Π∗, Q∗1). Then, Gˆ∗ is a pro-p group. The map
π∗ : Fˆ → Gˆ∗ = 〈〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉〉 ⊆ 1 +Md(Λ∗, Q∗1)
is called the universal representation. We have [Zu] (see the proof of Theorem
2.1 in [Zu]):
Theorem 3.1. Let ∆ be a pro-p ring. Then, every 1 6= w(X,Y ) ∈ kerπ∗ is a
pro-p identity of GL1d(∆).
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The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is that in some sense, the gap between Gˆ∗
from being a free pro-p group measures the amount of pro-p identities of d× d
pro-p linear groups.
Now, let Fˆ = Fˆ1, Fˆ2, Fˆ3, ... be the lower central series of Fˆ , and let Υn(Fˆ ) =
Fˆn/Fˆn+1. Then, the abelain groups Υn(Fˆ ) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p are free Zp-modules of the
rank given by the Witt formula (See [L], Proposition 2.7)
l2(n) = rankZp(L
(n)) =
1
n
∑
m|n
µ(m) · 2
n
m
when µ is the Mobius function.
Let Hˆ be a pro-p group, generated by two elements. let Hˆ = Hˆ1, Hˆ2, Hˆ3, ...
be the lower central series of Hˆ , and denote Υn(Hˆ) = Hˆn/Hˆn+1. Notice that
from the definition of the lower central series, for every n we have an epimor-
phism Fˆn ։ Hˆn that induces an epimorphism
Υn(Fˆ )։ Υn(Hˆ).
The following proposition suggests that one way to measure the gap between Hˆ
from being a free pro-p group is to evaluate Υn(Hˆ).
Proposition 3.2. The map Fˆ ։ Hˆ is an isomorphiam if and only if for every
n the abelian pro-p group Υn(Hˆ) is isomorphic to Υn(Hˆ) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p .
Proof. If Fˆ ։ Hˆ is an isomorphism then Υn(Hˆ) ∼= Υn(Fˆ ) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p . On the
other hand, if
Υn(Fˆ ) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p , Υn(Hˆ)
∼= Zl2(n)p
for every n, then as Z
l2(n)
p is Hopfian (as a finitely generated profinite group),
we get that the surjective map
Υn(Fˆ )։ Υn(Hˆ)
is an isomorphism for every n. Now, assume negatively that Fˆ ։ Hˆ is not an
isomorphism, and let 1 6= g ∈ ker(Fˆ ։ Hˆ). As Fˆ is pro nilpotent, there exists
a unique n such that g ∈ Fˆn − Fˆn+1. For this n the map Υn(Fˆ ) ։ Υn(Hˆ) is
not injective, what leads to a contradiction.
Fix d = 2. We are going to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3. For every p and every n ≤ 5 one has Υn(Gˆ∗) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p .
Continuoing to n = 6 we have:
• For p 6= 2 (Zubkov): Υ6(Gˆ∗) ∼= Z
6
p, and in general Υn(Gˆ∗)
∼= Z
m(n)
p where
m(n) =
{
n(n+ 2)/8 n is even
(n− 1)(n+ 1)/4 n is odd.
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• For p = 2: Υ6(Gˆ∗) is an abelian group that is generated by at least l2(6) =
9 generators.
Considering Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3 shows that
in some sense Gˆ∗ is closer to be a free pro-p group when p = 2, and that there
is a real difference between the case p = 2 and the cases p 6= 2. We notice
that we do not have a useful tool to say substantially more informative details
regarding this difference. We cannot even say that Υ6(Gˆ∗) ∼= Z
9
p when p = 2,
i.e. that Υ6(Gˆ∗) is torsion free. However, on the way of proving Proposition
3.3, we will show how this dichotomy arises in more details than are actually
needed in order to prove the proposition (see Proposition 3.13).
3.2 The Pseudo Generic Matrices
We strat with presenting appropriate “pseudo generic matrices”, that will help
us to present Zubkov’s approach in a bit simpler way than in [Zu]. We notice
that we can define these “pseudo generic matrices” in a similar way as we did
in Section 2. However, it turns out that over Zp, in order to move from the
original generic matrices to the pseudo generic matrices, one can use a simpler
argument, that allows us to use a much simpler definition for the pseudo generic
matrices.
Let x and y denote the pseudo generic matrices
x =
(
x11 x12
0 0
)
, y =
(
y11 0
y21 0
)
∈M2(Π∗).
Notice that det(x) = det(y) = 0. Being careful to distinguish between + and
−, the following lemmas are obtained in a similar way as Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8:
Lemma 3.4. Let a, b ∈M2(Π∗). Then:
1. ab+ ba = t(a)b + t(b)a+ (t(ab)− t(a)t(b)) · 1.
2. [a, b, a] = −t(a)[a, b] + 2[a, b]a.
3. If t(a) = 0, then a2 = − det(a) · 1 ∈M2(Π∗) is central.
Lemma 3.5. For the pseudo-generic matrices x, y we have
1. x2 = t(x)x, y2 = t(y)y, (xy)2 = t(xy)xy, (yx)2 = t(xy)yx.
2. xyx = t(xy)x, yxy = t(xy)y.
3. [x, y]2 = (t(xy)2 − t(x)t(y)t(xy)) · 1.
We define the subrings (with identity) of Π∗
T = Zp 〈t(x), t(y), t(xy)〉 ⊆ Π∗
S = Zp
〈
t(x)2, t(y)2, [x, y]2
〉
⊆ Π∗.
The following proposition is proved by similar (but easier) arguments as
Proposition 2.11.
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Proposition 3.6. The ring T is freely generated by t(x), t(y), t(xy) as a com-
mutative ring over Zp.
As a corollary of Part 3 in Lemma 3.5, and the above proposition one can
easily prove that:
Corollary 3.7. The ring S ⊆ T , and it is free on t(x)2, t(y)2, [x, y]2.
3.3 The structure of a minimal component
Recall the generic matrices
x∗ =
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
, y∗ =
(
y11 y12
y21 y22
)
∈M2(Π∗).
Let’s have also the following notations:
• Π˜∗ = Qp 〈〈xi,j , yi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n〉〉 = the ring of power series on xi,j and
yi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n over Qp.
• Q˜∗n =
{
f =
∑∞
i=0 fi ∈ Π˜∗ | f0, ..., fn−1 = 0
}
.
• A˜∗ = Qp 〈〈x∗, y∗〉〉 ⊆M2(Π˜∗) = the ring of power series on x∗, y∗ over Qp.
• A∗ = Zp 〈〈x∗, y∗〉〉 ⊆M2(Π∗) = the ring of power series on x∗, y∗ over Zp.
• L˜∗ = the Lie ring on x∗, y∗ over Qp.
• L˜
(n)
∗ = the subspace of L˜∗ of homogeneous elements of degree n.
• L∗ ⊆ L˜∗ = the Lie ring on x∗, y∗ over Zp.
• L
(n)
∗ ⊆ L˜
(n)
∗ = the additive subgroup of L∗ of homogeneous elements of
degree n.
• For an element of the form g = 1 + an + an+1 + ... ∈ 1 +M2(Π˜∗, Q˜∗1)
where ai is the term of g of degree i, and an 6= 0, we denote
min(g) = an.
The following proposition was proved in [Zu]:
Proposition 3.8. Let Gˆ∗ = 〈〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉〉 ⊆ 1 + M2(Π∗, Q∗1), and let
1 6= g ∈ Gˆ∗. Then, for some n we have
min(g) ∈ L˜
(n)
∗ ∩ A∗.
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Here is an outline of the proof. It is obvious that min(g) ∈ A∗. To show the
additional inclusion, write
ex∗ = 1 + x∗ +
(
x′11 x
′
12
x′21 x
′
22
)
ey∗ = 1 + y∗ +
(
y′11 y
′
12
y′21 y
′
22
)
where x′ij and y
′
ij are built up from terms of degree > 1. Then, the ring ho-
momrphism φ∗ : Π˜∗ → Π˜∗ defined by sending xij → xij+x
′
ij and yij → yij+y
′
ij
gives rise to a ring homomorphismM2(Π˜∗)→M2(Π˜∗) that gives rise to a group
homomorphism Ψ∗ : Gˆ∗ → 1 +M2(Π˜∗, Q˜∗1) defined by
1 + x∗ 7→ e
x∗
1 + y∗ 7→ e
y∗ .
By the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula, one has
min(Ψ∗(g)) ∈ L˜
(n)
∗
for some n. But as Ψ∗ is originally induced by the ring homomorphism φ∗, one
obtains that
min(g) = min(Ψ∗(g)) ∈ L˜
(n)
∗
as claimed in Proposition 3.8.
In his paper, Zubkov gave the following formulas regarding the generic ma-
trices:
[x∗, y∗, x∗, x∗] = α∗[x∗, y∗] for α∗ = t(x∗)
2 − 4 · det(x∗)
[x∗, y∗, x∗, y∗] = [x∗, y∗, y∗, x∗] = β∗[x∗, y∗] for β∗ = 2t(x∗y∗)− t(x∗)t(y∗)
[x∗, y∗, y∗, y∗] = γ∗[x∗, y∗] for γ∗ = t(y∗)
2 − 4 · det(y∗)
It follows that
L˜
(n)
∗ =
{∑
r+s+t=(n−2)/2(Qpα
r
∗β
s
∗γ
t
∗[x∗, y∗]) n = even∑
r+s+t=(n−3)/2(Qpα
r
∗β
s
∗γ
t
∗[x∗, y∗, x∗] +Qpα
r
∗β
s
∗γ
t
∗[x∗, y∗, y∗]) n = odd
(3.1)
and we have a similar description of L
(n)
∗ . We remark that in [Zu], Zubkov
shows that the sums in (3.1) are actually direct.
Recall the pseudo generic matrices
x =
(
x11 x12
0 0
)
, y =
(
y11 0
y21 0
)
∈M2(Π)
where Π = Zp 〈〈x12, x11, y11, y21〉〉 ⊆ Π∗. Notice that Π can also be viewed as
the image of Π∗ under the projection ϕ : Π∗ → Π defined by
x21, x22, y12, y22
ϕ
7→ 0.
We use the following notations regarding the pseudo generic matrices:
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• Π˜ = ϕ(Λ˜∗) = Qp 〈〈x12, x11, y11, y21〉〉.
• Π = ϕ(Λ∗) = Zp 〈〈x12, x11, y11, y21〉〉 ⊆ Π˜.
• Qn = ϕ(Q∗n) and Q˜n = ϕ(Q˜∗n).
• A˜ = Qp 〈〈x, y〉〉 ⊆M2(Π˜).
• A = Zp 〈〈x, y〉〉 ⊆M2(Π).
• L˜ = the Lie ring on x, y over Qp.
• L˜(n) = the subspace of L of homogeneous elements of degree n.
• L ⊆ L˜ = the Lie ring on x, y over Zp.
• L(n) ⊆ L˜(n) = the additive subgroup of L of homogeneous elements of
degree n.
From Zubkov’s formulas one can see that regarding the pseudo generic matrices,
one has
[x, y, x, x] = α[x, y] for α = t(x)2
[x, y, x, y] = [x, y, y, x] = β[x, y] for β = 2t(xy)− t(x)t(y)
[x, y, y, y] = γ[x, y] for γ = t(y)2
and hence
L˜(n) =
{∑
r+s+t=(n−2)/2(Qpα
rβsγt[x, y]) n = even∑
r+s+t=(n−3)/2(Qpα
rβsγt[x, y, x] +Qpα
rβsγt[x, y, y]) n = odd
(3.2)
and we have a similar description of L(n). Let Qp · T = Qp 〈t(x), t(y), t(xy)〉 ⊆
Π˜∗. Like in Propositions 3.6 and 2.11, Qp·T is freely generated by t(x), t(y), t(xy)
over Qp, and hence a unique factorization domain. The following proposition is
an easy corllary of this fact:
Proposition 3.9. The ring Qp 〈α, β, γ〉 ⊆ Qp · T is freely generated by α, β, γ
over Qp.
Corollary 3.10. The sums in (3.2) are direct. Moreover, the natural map
L˜
(n)
∗
ϕ
→ L˜(n) is an isomorphism of vector spaces for every n.
Proof. We start with showing that the sums in (3.2) are direct when n is even.
By Proposition 3.9 it is enough to show that given an element in L˜(n) of the
form a = ε · [x, y] for ε ∈ Qp 〈α, β, γ〉, ε is determined uniquely. Indeed, consider
Qp · T ∋ t(axy) = t(ε · [x, y]xy) = ε · [x, y]
2.
Hence, as Qp · T is a domain, given such a we can restore ε, as required.
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For the odd case, assume that a = ε1 · [x, y, x] + ε2 · [x, y, y] for ε1, ε2 ∈
Qp 〈α, β, γ〉. Consider
Qp · T ∋ t(ax) = t(ε1 · [x, y, x]x+ ε2 · [x, y, y]x) = −2ε2 · [x, y]
2
Qp · T ∋ t(ay) = t(ε1 · [x, y, x]y + ε2 · [x, y, y]y) = 2ε1 · [x, y]
2.
So similarly, we can restore ε1, ε2. Thus, the sums in (3.2) are direct. Consid-
ering Proposition 3.9 it is clear now that the map L˜
(n)
∗
ϕ
→ L˜(n) is an isomor-
phism.
Corollary 3.11. ([Zu])We have
rankZp(L
(n)) = dimQp(L˜
(n)) =
{
n(n+ 2)/8 n is even
(n− 1)(n+ 1)/4 n is odd.
Considering Proposition 3.8 we obtain:
Corollary 3.12. The ring homomorphism ϕ induces a natural isomorphism
Gˆ∗ = 〈〈1 + x∗, 1 + y∗〉〉 ∼= Gˆ = 〈〈1 + x, 1 + y〉〉
and for every g ∈ Gˆ one has min(g) ∈ L˜(n) ∩A for some n.
Following the outline of Proposition 3.8’ proof, we can write
ex = 1 + x+
(
x′11 x
′
12
0 0
)
ey = 1 + y +
(
y′11 0
y′21 0
)
where x′ij and y
′
ij are built up from terms of degree > 1. Hence, the ring
homomrphism φ : Π˜→ Π˜ defined by sending xij → xij +x
′
ij and yij → yij + y
′
ij
gives rise to a ring homomorphism M2(Π˜)→ M2(Π˜) that gives rise to a group
homomorphism Ψ : Gˆ→ 1 +M2(Π˜, Q˜1) defined by 1 + x 7→ e
x and 1 + y 7→ ey.
Therefore, also here we have
min(g) = min(Ψ(g)) ∈ L˜(n) (3.3)
for some n. We will use this property later.
It is obvious that in genral L(n) ⊆ L˜(n) ∩ A. In [Zu], Zubkov shows that
when p 6= 2, we actually have L(n) = L˜(n) ∩ A. However, this is not the case
when p = 2. Here is the full description of L˜(n) ∩ A when p = 2:
Proposition 3.13. Denote
δ =
β2 − αγ
4
= t(xy)2 − t(xy)t(x)t(y) = [x, y]2
and S = Z2 〈α, γ, δ〉. Then:
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• If n is even, then L˜(n) ∩ A = S · [x, y] + β · S · [x, y].
• If n is odd, then L˜(n) ∩ A is equal to
S · [x, y, x]+S · [x, y, y]+S ·
β[x, y, x] + α[x, y, y]
2
+S ·
γ[x, y, x] + β[x, y, y]
2
.
(3.4)
Proof. One direction of the inclusion, namely ⊇ is easy to verify, using Part 2
of Lemma 3.4 for (3.4). We turn to the opposite inclusion, starting with the
even case. Let p(α, β, γ) · [x, y] ∈ L˜(n) ∩ A when p(α, β, γ) is a homogeneous
polynomial on α, β, γ over Q2, say of degree m. In particular p(α, β, γ) ∈ Q2 ·T .
Consider
t(p(α, β, γ) · [x, y]xy) = p(α, β, γ) · t([x, y]xy) = p(α, β, γ) · [x, y]2.
On the other hand, p(α, β, γ) · [x, y]xy ∈ A, so
p(α, β, γ) · [x, y]2 = p(α, β, γ) · (t(xy)2 − t(xy)t(x)t(y)) ∈ T.
One can see that it follows that p(α, β, γ) ∈ T . So write
p(α, β, γ) =
∑
2i+j+k=2m
εi,j,kt(xy)
it(x)jt(y)k
for some εi,j,k ∈ Z2. We want to show that p(α, β, γ) ∈ S + β · S. Order the
triples (i, j, k) in the lexicographical order and let (i0, j0, k0) be the maximal for
which i0 is even, and εi0,j0,k0 6= 0. We have two options:
• If j0, k0 are even, reduce εi0,j0,k0 · δ
i0
2 · α
j0
2 · γ
k0
2 ∈ S from p(α, β, γ). One
can see that by doing this, the maximal triple (i0, j0, k0) for which i0 is
even, and εi0,j0,k0 6= 0 is reduced.
• If j0, k0 are odd, noticing that (i0 + 1)
−1 ∈ Z2, consider
(i0 + 1)
−1 · εi0,j0,k0 · β · δ
i0
2 · α
j0−1
2 · γ
k0−1
2
= (i0 + 1)
−1 · εi0,j0,k0 · α
j0−1
2 · γ
k0−1
2
·
(
2t(xy)i0+1 − 2 · i02 · t(x)t(y)t(xy)
i0 − t(x)t(y)t(xy)i0
+terms with lower powers of t(xy)
)
= (i0 + 1)
−1 · 2 · εi0,j0,k0t(xy)
i0+1 · α
j0−1
2 · γ
k0−1
2
− εi0,j0,k0t(xy)
i0 · t(x)α
j0−1
2 · t(y)γ
k0−1
2
+ terms with lower powers of t(xy).
Hence, by adding (i0+1)
−1·εi0,j0,k0 ·β·δ
i0
2 ·α
j0−1
2 ·γ
k0−1
2 ∈ β·S to p(α, β, γ),
the maximal triple (i0, j0, k0) for which i0 is even, and εi0,j0,k0 6= 0 is
reduced.
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We continue in this way until all the terms for which i0 is even are reduced. We
claim that in this case p(α, β, γ) = 0. Indeed, write
p(α, β, γ) =
r∑
i=0
βi · qi(α, γ)
Clearly, the highest i0 for which qi0(α, γ) 6= 0 is the highest degree of t(xy). So
by assumption, i0 is odd. Hence, the term for which the degree of t(xy) is i0−1
is given by
2i0−1 · t(xy)i0−1(−i0 · t(x)t(y)qi0 (α, γ) + qi0−1(α, γ)).
As qi0(α, γ) 6= 0, the degrees of the terms of t(x)t(y)qi0 (α, γ) in t(x), t(y) are
odd, and the degrees of the terms of qi0−1(α, γ) in t(x), t(y) are even, one has
−i0 · t(x)t(y)qi0 (α, γ) + qi0−1(α, γ) 6= 0
and this is a contradiction to the assumption that p(α, β, γ) does not have terms
with even degree in t(xy).
For the odd case, write
v = p(α, β, γ) · [x, y, x] + q(α, β, γ) · [x, y, y] ∈ L˜(n) ∩ A
when p(α, β, γ), q(α, β, γ) are homogeneous on α, β, γ over Q2, say of degree
m. Now, using the identities [x, y, x] = −t(x)[x, y] + 2[x, y]x and [x, y, y] =
−t(y)[x, y] + 2[x, y]y we have
v = (−p(α, β, γ)t(x)−q(α, β, γ)t(y))[x, y]+2p(α, β, γ)[x, y]x+2q(α, β, γ)[x, y]y.
As v ∈ A we have
−t(xy)[x, y]2(p(α, β, γ)t(x) + q(α, β, γ)t(y)) = t(x · v · [x, y]y) ∈ T.
Also here, one can see that it follows that p(α, β, γ)t(x)+ q(α, β, γ)t(y) ∈ T . So
write
p(α, β, γ)t(x) + q(α, β, γ)t(y) =
∑
2i+j+k=2m+1
εi,j,kt(xy)
it(x)jt(y)k
for some εi,j,k ∈ Z2. Order the triples (i, j, k) in the lexicographical order and
let (i0, j0, k0) be the maximal for which εi0,j0,k0 6= 0. We have a few options:
• If i0 is even, j0 is odd, k0 is even, subtract the following from v:
εi0,j0,k0 · δ
i0
2 · α
j0−1
2 · γ
k0
2 [x, y, x] ∈ S · [x, y, x].
• If i0 is even, j0 is even, k0 is odd, subtract the following from v:
εi0,j0,k0 · δ
i0
2 · α
j0
2 · γ
k0−1
2 [x, y, y] ∈ S · [x, y, y].
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• If i0 is odd, j0 is odd, k0 is even, subtract the following from v:
εi0,j0,k0 ·δ
i0−1
2 ·α
j0−1
2 ·γ
k0
2 ·
(
β[x, y, x] + α[x, y, y]
2
)
∈ S·
β[x, y, x] + α[x, y, y]
2
.
• If i0 is odd, j0 is even, k0 is odd, subtract the following from v:
εi0,j0,k0 ·δ
i0−1
2 ·α
j0
2 ·γ
k0−1
2
(
γ[x, y, x] + β[x, y, y]
2
)
∈ S·
γ[x, y, x] + β[x, y, y]
2
.
One can see that in the new element, the maximal (i0, j0, k0) for which εi0,j0,k0 6=
0 is lower. We continue the process until the expression
p(α, β, γ)t(x) + q(α, β, γ)t(y) (3.5)
is vanished. We claim that in this case, p(α, β, γ) = q(α, β, γ) = 0, i.e. v = 0.
Indeed, if we write p(α, β, γ) as an expression in t(x, y), t(x), t(y) (with coeffi-
cents in Q2) and order the monomials with the above lexicographical order, the
highest monomial of p(α, β, γ)t(x) will have the form ε · t(xy)it(x)jt(y)k where
j is odd and k is even, and the highest monomial of q(α, β, γ)t(y) will have the
form ε · t(xy)it(x)jt(y)k where j is even and k is odd. So they cannot cancel
each other, and the only way for (3.5) to be 0 is that p(α, β, γ) = q(α, β, γ) = 0,
as required.
3.4 Proving Proposition 3.3
We want now to come up with some conclusions regarding the universal rep-
resentation when p 6= 2 and when p = 2. Recall the ideals of the form
Qn = {f =
∑∞
r=0 fr ∈ Π | f0, ..., fn−1 = 0} and denote
ωn(Gˆ) = ker(Gˆ→ GL2(Π/Qn))
Ωn(Gˆ) = ωn(Gˆ)/ωn+1(Gˆ).
It is easy to verify that in general, Gˆn ⊆ ωn(Gˆ). Hence, for every n we have
a natural map
Υn(Gˆ)→ Ωn(Gˆ).
Now, notice that in general, by Corllary 3.12, one can view Ωn(Gˆ) as an abelian
subgroup of L˜(n) ∩A such that
Υn(Gˆ)։ L
(n) ≤ Ωn(Gˆ) ≤ L˜
(n) ∩A. (3.6)
Let’s start with proving the first part of Proposition 3.3, namely, that for
every p and every n ≤ 5 one has Υn(Gˆ) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p . Actually:
Proposition 3.14. For every p we have:
• Gˆn = ωn(Gˆ) for every n ≤ 6.
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• Υn(Fˆ ) ∼= Υn(Gˆ) ∼= Ωn(Gˆ) ∼= L
(n) ∼= Z
l2(n)
p for every n ≤ 5.
Proof. By definition, we have Gˆ = Gˆ1 = ω1(Gˆ). We want to show, by induction
on n, that the same is valid for every n ≤ 6. Let n ≤ 5, and assume that Gˆn =
ωn(Gˆ). Then, under this assumption, Υn(Gˆ) ։ Ωn(Gˆ) and hence, Equation
(3.6) gives
Υn(Fˆ )։ Υn(Gˆ)։ L
(n) = Ωn(Gˆ).
Hence, as for every n ≤ 5 the formula in Corollary 3.11 coincides with the Witt
formula, we have
Υn(Fˆ ) ∼= Z
l2(n), Ωn(Gˆ) ∼= L
(n) ∼= Zl2(n).
As Zl2(n) is Hopfian (as a finitely generated profinite group), we get that the
composition map Υn(Fˆ )։ Ωn(Gˆ) is an isomorphism. It follows that
Υn(Fˆ )։ Υn(Gˆ) = Gˆn/Gˆn+1 ։ Ωn(Gˆ) = ωn(Gˆ)/ωn+1(Gˆ)
is an isomorphism. In particular Gˆn+1 = ωn+1(Gˆ) as required. Notice that in
the course of the proof we also proved the second statement.
Now, notice that as when p 6= 2 we have L(n) = L˜(n) ∩ A, Equation (3.6)
actually gives
Υn(Gˆ)։ Ωn(Gˆ) ∼= L
(n) ∼= Zm(n)p
where m(n) =
{
n(n+ 2)/8 n is even
(n− 1)(n+ 1)/4 n is odd.
Thus, in this case, one can easily deduce the following proposition which yields
the second part of Proposition 3.3 (see [Zu], Theorem 4.1):
Proposition 3.15. When p 6= 2 we have Gˆn = ωn(Gˆ) and hence Υn(Gˆ) =
Ωn(Gˆ) ∼= L
(n) for every n.
The meaning of Proposition 3.15 is that when p 6= 2, given an element g ∈ Gˆ,
there is a correspondence between the degree of min(g) and the location of g
in lower central series of Gˆ. When p = 2, this correspondence is broken, as we
demonstrate below.
Assume now that p = 2. Recall that Gˆ7 ⊆ ω7(Gˆ) and by Proposition 3.14
we have Gˆ6 = ω6(Gˆ). It follows that we have the exact sequence
1→ (ω7(Gˆ) ∩ Gˆ6)/Gˆ7 →֒ Υ6(Gˆ) = Gˆ6/Gˆ7
։ Ω6(Gˆ) = ω6(Gˆ)/ω7(Gˆ)→ 1.
Notice that by Equation (3.6), the surjective map Υ6(Gˆ) ։ Ω6(Gˆ) yields that
Ω6(Gˆ) ∼= L
(6) ∼= Z62.
Given a pro-p group Hˆ , we denote the minimum number of (topological)
generators for Hˆ by d(Hˆ). We have the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.16. Let 1 → Hˆ1 → Hˆ2 → Hˆ3 → 1 be an exact squence of finitely
generated abelian pro-p groups, such that Hˆ3 is free (as an abelian pro-p group).
Then: d(Hˆ2) = d(Hˆ1) + d(Hˆ3).
Proof. As Hˆ3 is free, we have a section map Hˆ3 → Hˆ2 such that the composition
map Hˆ3 → Hˆ2 → Hˆ3 is a natural isomorphism. It follows that: Hˆ2 ∼= Hˆ1⋊Hˆ3 =
Hˆ1× Hˆ3. Hence d(Hˆ2) ≤ d(Hˆ1)+ d(Hˆ3). On the other hand, Hˆ2 has the vector
space
(Hˆ1/Φ(Hˆ1))× (Hˆ3/Φ(Hˆ3)) ∼= (Z/pZ)
d(Hˆ1) × (Z/pZ)d(Hˆ3) ∼= (Z/pZ)d(Hˆ1)+d(Hˆ3)
as a homomorphic image, where Φ(Hˆ1),Φ(Hˆ3) are the Frattini subgroups of
Hˆ1, Hˆ3. Hence, d(Hˆ2) ≥ d(Hˆ1) + d(Hˆ3), as required.
Recall that Ω6(Gˆ) ∼= Z
6
2. By the lemma, it follows that in order to prove the
last part of Proposition 3.3, it is enough to show that for
Hˆ = (ω7(Gˆ) ∩ Gˆ6)/Gˆ7
we have d(Hˆ) ≥ 3. By Corollary 3.12, every element of ω7(Gˆ) can be written
as g = 1 + min(g)+terms of degree ≥ 8, when min(g) ∈ L˜(7). Therefore, by
mapping each g ∈ ω7(Gˆ) to its corresponding minimal term
2 we have a natural
map ̺ : ω7(Gˆ)→ L˜
(7). Clearly, the image of Gˆ7 under ̺ is L
(7). Hence
H¯ = ̺(ω7(Gˆ) ∩ Gˆ6)/̺(Gˆ7) = ̺(ω7(Gˆ) ∩ Gˆ6)/L
(7)
is a homomorphic image of Hˆ . We are going to show that the abelian group H¯
contains a copy of (Z/2Z)3. It will follow that d(H¯) ≥ 3, and thus d(Hˆ) ≥ 3 as
well, as required. We prove the following technical proposition:
Lemma 3.17. The following elements belong to ω7(Gˆ) ∩ Gˆ6:
g1 = [1 + x, 1 + y, 1 + x, 1 + x, [1 + x, 1 + y]Gˆ]Gˆ
g2 = [1 + x, 1 + y, 1 + x, 1 + y, [1 + x, 1 + y]Gˆ]Gˆ
g3 = [1 + x, 1 + y, 1 + y, 1 + y, [1 + x, 1 + y]Gˆ]Gˆ.
In addition, the image of gi under ̺ is
̺(g1) = min(g1) =
β2 − αγ
2
[x, y, x] = 2δ · [x, y, x] mod L(7)
̺(g2) = min(g2) =β · (
β[x, y, x] + α[x, y, y]
2
)
+ β · (
β[x, y, y] + γ[x, y, x]
2
) mod L(7)
̺(g3) = min(g3) =
β2 − αγ
2
[x, y, y] = 2δ · [x, y, y] mod L(7)
2Elements g ∈ ω7(Gˆ) with deg(min(g)) > 7 are mapped to 0 ∈ L˜(7).
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Before we prove this lemma, we want to show that it yields that H¯ contains
a copy of (Z/2Z)3. Indeed, we saw that the elements
αrβsγt[x, y, x], r + s+ t = 2
αrβsγt[x, y, y], r + s+ t = 2
generate the Z2-module L
(7). In addition, as these elements give a basis to the
vector space L˜(7), they generate L(7) freely as a Z2-module. It follows that as
1
2 /∈ Z2, the elements ̺(gi) are not in L
(7). Moreover, obviously, the order of
̺(gi) mod L
(7) is 2. Eventually, one can easily see that ̺(gi) are different mod
L(7), and no one can be expressed by the others. It follows that the subgroup
of H¯ generated by ̺(gi) mod L
(7) is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)3 ≤ H¯, as required.
So it remains to prove Lemma 3.17.
Proof. (of Lemma 3.17) By the formula given in Equation (3.3), in order to
evaluate min(g1) it is enough to evaluate
min([ex, ey, ex, ex, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ))
So in general, if z, w ∈ M2(Π/Q1) then a direct computation throuth the
Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula gives
ln([ez, ew]Ψ(Gˆ)) =[z, w]−
1
2
[z, w, z]−
1
2
[z, w,w] + higher commutators on z, w.
Using this formula three times one has
ln([ex, ey, ex, ex]Ψ(Gˆ)) =α[x, y]−
3α
2
[x, y, x]−
β
2
[x, y, x] + terms of degree ≥ 6.
Therefore, using the identities
[x, y, [x, y, x]] =[[x, y, x], y, x]− [[x, y, x], x, y] = β[x, y, x] − α[x, y, y]
[x, y, [x, y, y]] =[[x, y, y], y, x]− [[x, y, y], x, y] = γ[x, y, x]− β[x, y, y]
one has
ln([ex, ey, ex, ex, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ))
= [α[x, y]−
3α
2
[x, y, x]−
β
2
[x, y, x], [x, y]−
1
2
[x, y, x]−
1
2
[x, y, y]]
+ terms of degree ≥ 8
=
β2 − αγ
2
· [x, y, x] + αβ[x, y, x] − α2[x, y, y] + terms of degree ≥ 8.
It follows that
min(g1) = min([e
x, ey, ex, ex, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ)) =
β2 − αγ
2
· [x, y, x] mod L(7).
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A similar computation shows that
min(g3) = min([e
x, ey, ey, ey, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ)) =
β2 − αγ
2
· [x, y, y] mod L(7).
Regarding g2 we have
ln([ex, ey, ex, ey]Ψ(G)) =β[x, y]− α[x, y, y]− β[x, y, y] + terms of degree ≥ 6.
ln([ex, ey, ex, ey, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ))
= [β[x, y]− α[x, y, y]− β[x, y, y], [x, y]−
1
2
[x, y, x]−
1
2
[x, y, y]]
+ terms of degree ≥ 8
= −
β2
2
[x, y, x]−
αβ
2
[x, y, y] +
βγ
2
[x, y, x]−
β2
2
[x, y, y] + αγ[x, y, x]
+ terms of degree ≥ 8.
Hence
min(g2) = min([e
x, ey, ex, ey, [ex, ey]Ψ(Gˆ)]Ψ(Gˆ))
= β · (
β[x, y, x] + α[x, y, y]
2
) + β · (
β[x, y, y] + γ[x, y, x]
2
) mod L(7)
as required.
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